Creatures D6 / Vrashna Sonic Hounds
Vrashna Sonic Hounds
The Vrashna Hounds, more commonly refered to as sonic or resonance
hounds, are very dangerous pack hunters. Their backs can grow in
size up to 9 members. The hounds are fast and agile little creatures.
They have a hard carpace like skin and their face consists of a single
unblinking red eye. The Vrashna hounds emit a high pwoer resonance
energy attack which ruptures organs in it's victims. When an entire
pack is working together, the resonance attack can be powerful enough
to cave in walls. They reonate off eachother so that when they work
together in a pack their attack is amplified in power and spreads in
distance. It's not sure how the Vrashna hounds actualy eat their prey
though, as they have no mouths, and the feeding has never been
documented.
Type: Pack predator
DEXTERITY: 3D
Dodge: 5D+1
PERCEPTION: 3D
Search: 5D
STRENGTH: 2D+1
Brawling: 4D+2
Stamina: 5D
Special Abilities:
Carapace: +1D to resist damage
Sonic Attack: The Vrashna Hounds emit a shockwave of resonant
sonic harmonics. This blast is cumulative when the hounds are
working together and thus is greatly more pwoerful when done by
an entire pack. The blast radius and damage of the attack depends
on the number of hounds co-operating.
# of hounds

Damage

Blast Radius

1

3D

4 meters

2

4D+2

6 meters

3

5D+1

8 meters

4

5D+2

9 meters

5

6D+1

10 meters

6

6D+2

12 meters

7

7D+1

12 meters

8

8D

14 meters

9

8D+2

15 meters

Move: 12
Size: 1.5 meters tall
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